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Paths of

PASSION

From Vienna to Krakow, amid the
new, old designs shine through.
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attracts scores of design
fans to the Austrian capital, and a recent visit underscored
why: the mix of old and new is exciting.
I discovered that one of the crowning events of Vienna’s
annual design fest, co-founded in 2007 by curator Lilli
Hollein, is Passionswege — The Path of Passion. Passionswege
is a program that pairs traditional Austrian manufacturing
companies with industrial designers from other countries; their avant-garde creations are unveiled during the
10-day-long “week.” Neighboring countries that constituted
the Austro-Hungarian empire and were also its principal
manufacturing centers — the Czech Republic, Slovakia,
Hungary and Poland — provide frequent collaborators. In
2018, the centennial year of the empire’s breakup, Hollein
chose to honor Poland and Polish designers.
Passionswege participants included influential Polish
designers such as Tomek and Gosia Rygalik, who head
Studio Rygalik in Warsaw; they were paired with Vienna’s
oldest traditional silver manufacturers, Jarosinski & Vaugoin,
and because the Rygaliks were expecting their second child,
they chose contemporary shapes in lieu of traditional rococo
decoration for the “heirloom” silverware they fashioned.
Viennese conceptual artists Markus Hanakam and
Roswitha Schuller repurposed a table setting from
19th-century glass manufacturers J. & L. Lobmeyr into a
board game. In the past, Dutch designer Jolan van der Wiel,
also working with Lobmeyr, produced blown-glass vases
that echo the different shapes water takes when it is poured
through large and small, thick and thin ring-shaped collars.
Lobmeyr’s historic showroom is a must-see destination
in the city’s medieval center, in part because it remains
unchanged in the shadow of the 1137 Gothic-era St. Stephen’s
Cathedral and is close to the iconic 1990 postmodern Haas
House, designed by Hollein’s father, architect Hans Hollein.
In another part of town, designer Fidel Peugeot, co-founder
of Walking Chair Design Studio, showcased his ingenious
lampshades made of discarded plastic pill sleeves retrieved from
one of the studio’s large pharmaceutical clients — perhaps to
shed light on the issue of responsible/recyclable design.
These inventive ideas became topics of discussion over
drinks with designers at the fin-de-siècle Loos American Bar
— a favorite of early 20th-century Austrian painter Egon
Schiele — designed by Adolf Loos; at the exhilarating new
Das Loft bar atop the Jean Nouvel–designed SO/Vienna
hotel; during leisurely lunches at the garden pub/bistro Glacis
Beisl; and at the chic Salonplafond restaurant inside the historic Museum of Applied Arts, aka MAK. The latter’s prized
holdings include works by Thonet and Wiener Werkstatte,
and this summer the museum is hosting the third Vienna
Biennale, which combines new art, design and architecture.
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Opposite: Vienna’s medieval St. Stephen’s Cathedral towers over rooftops in the Innere
Stadt district. Clockwise from top left: The 1897 Secession building; a duct tape–covered
art chair by Patrick Rampelotto; design duo Markus Hanakam and Roswitha Schuller play
a board game with Lobmeyr glassware; the sixth-floor Onyx bar inside Hans Hollein’s Haas
building; Polish designers Gosia and Tomek Rygalik show Jarosinski & Vaugoin silverware
they designed; Rampelotto’s Micro/Macro rug design; Gustav Klimt’s painting “The Kiss.”
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